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Reminders

The  context is  as  for  last  year  the  industrialisaiton  of  R3s 
(tertiary  retentions),  the  appearance  of  heuristic  machines, 
automatisation and the short-circuits that it can engender.

The problem posed by  Nicholas Carr is  that  of  the  negatively 
pharmacological  character  of  the  DR3  (digital  tertiary 
retention,  but,  as  Alain  Giffard  emphasizes  in  the  text  that  I 
distributed, without envisaging a positivity of this pharmacology.

We aim on the contrary in this seminar to define the axioms and 
the conditions of a pharmacological critique which, in a given 
retentional situation, would permit us to  project the paths of a 
positive pharmacology opening the  therapeutic possibilities 
of an epoch, i.e.: permitting us to accomplish what I have called 
the double epokhal redoubling – i.e. to treat the short-circuits 
(the  proceses  of  disindividuation),  which  are  technological 
shocks,  to  turn  them  into  new  long  circuits  of  TI 
(transindividuation), i.e. into heuristic shocks.

Such a pharmacology must be founded on a general  organology 
which  itself  must  be  constituted  in  our  time  in  the  new 
neuroscientic context  where it  has  become apparent  that  this 
central organ, the brain, which is central because it is the organ 
of all the organs, which remains to this day the  indispensable 
and  irreplacable  organ of  the  organism,  the  organ  of  its 
individuation, in  the case of the human brain, this organ of all the 
organs thus constitutes  above all  a writing surface,  a  sort  of 
khôra;  and  we shall  see  with  Maryanne  Wolf  how its thought, 
according to her, is constituted by the way in which in a sense 
the  brain  writes  and  reads  itself  by  projecting  itself  in 
artificial retentional organs – by  introjecting and  projecting 
tertiary retentions which constitute in a sense the carpet of R2s, 
or rather,  the warp and woof on which these R2s constitute 
the motifs,  all of which form the fabric  not only of the cerebral 



organ,  but  of the soul  (and it  is  perhaps in this  sense that  we 
should  interpret  certain  consideraitons  of  the  neurobiologist  JD 
Vincent,  author of Biologie des passions).

*

That the R3s (tertiary retentions) are the condition of thought, 
and in particular the LR3 (literal tertiary retention)  as condition 
of Greek thought (which Vernant highlighted in other terms), and 
so, of  Western thought, i.e.  of  philosophy, this is what Walter 
Ong affirmed in 1983 in the following terms:

In  2007,  Maryanne  Wolf  takes  up  this  subject  from  a 
neurophysiological point of view, and she does so by asking if the 
DR3 (digital  tertiary  retention)  does  not  constitute  in  our  time 
something  like  our  own   proper  destiny,  like  the  «proper»  or 
«improper» destiny of our thought, that will have to be thought as 
and by means of a new way of thinking (precisely in what I call 
the  DER  (double  epokhal  redoubling),  but  with  the  very  specific 
question of an increasing speed of the DR3, cf  Etats de choc, an 
«invention»  which  will  itself  transform  not  only  «human 
consciousness»   but  also  the  unconscious,  which  it  is  perhaps 
difficult to call simply «human», propagating swarms of equally new 
sorts of unconsciousness.

Enquiring about what I call here the DR3 (digital tertiary retention), 
and  that  she  calls  the  digital,  she  tries  to  establish  a 



«pharmcological balance-sheet», as we shall see, 

.  in posing that such a change  modifies circuits,  and more 
precisely destroys previous circuits, 
. asking what must be preserved of previous circuits and 
how.

Ong does not pose this question in exactly these terms in 1983: 
speaking of  computers,  he does not see what Wolf will,  namely 
that their practice can and in a certain way must lead to the 
short-circuiting of previously formed circuits :

 
Ong did not see that this  pocket calculator can in effect create 
short circuits (SCs), just as writing in Plato's time could  create SCs – 
what  Socrates  and  Plato  say  is  not  just  a  fantasm.  Carr,  unlike 
Walter Ong, feels it however, and in a way in both body and soul.

This is what we want to reinterpret here with Wolf, and from this 
point  of  view,  the  subject  of  this  seminar  will  be  the  relation 
between  R3s and the neurosciences,  on  the  basis  of  which  I 
would like to reopen the dossier that Walter Ong describes in 
these terms:



This is for me precisely the work of the DER – and of the critical 
transition which is constituted by it. These terms are those of a 
pharmacology of the double epokhal redoubling,  and make 
Plato  and  through  him  the  whole  of  philosophy  just  such  a 
«redoubling» of the shock of writing by a «counter-shock» - 
which is also at the heart of the speculative proposition that is 
discussed in  Etats de choc (but I  will  not talk to you here about 
Hegel  and  his  Phenomenology  of  Mind even  though  it  already 
sketches out the  questions that I raise with the R3s).

Ong poses these problems along with Havelock, and yet he  does 
not take into account the question of loss, as it is raised by 
Wolf and Carr – who raise it differently, as  for Carr, there is no 
way out of this loss, which is not the case for Wolf. 

*

Aspects of all these questions emerge in Phaedrus, via the theme of 
memory, which itself comes from the question of anamnesis which 
appeared in Meno.

The  way  Plato  will  attempt  to  resolve  the  paradox  he  is 
caught in – namely that the soul having lost its memory, this 
memory has become pharmacological, but, as such  does not 
constitute  a  veritable memory  –  will  consist  in  forging  a  new 
conception of dia-logic which will  become  dialectic in  a  new 
sense,  i.e.:  as  dialectic  put  in  the  service  of  the 
synchronisation  of  statements,  and  of  the  reduction  of 
diachronicity,  that  is  to  say  of  their plurivocity and  of  their 
ambiguity. 

So this  dialectic  will  be defined as being  that which  precedes 
writing de jure – however if we follow the analyses of Maryanne 



Wolf,  that  which  constitutes the  very  possibility of  such  a 
dialectic, is precisely that  the cerebral organ which supports 
the soul (i.e. for us – after Freud – the psychic apparatus) is put 
into form and in a sense PRE-INDIVIDUATED by the formation 
in  it  of  what  MW  calls  a  «circuitry» which  introjects  the 
circuits  that  constitute  those  R3s that  are  for  example 
letters.

You are perhaps going to object that I am naturalising Derrida's 
concept of  writing in  the sense it  seems to  me that  Geoffrey 
Bennington for example could accuse me of this, and I would reply 
to such an objection: absolutely not! – what I am speaking about 
here is not Derrida's architrace of course. However it certainly is a 
state  of  the  elementary  supplementarity in  which  consists 
technical life, which is in no way a «naturalisation of the trace», in 
this  case  by  neurophysiology,  since  it  is  on  the  contrary  an 
artefactualisation  of  the  brain,  which  is  the  only  way  to 
overcome the neurocentric  point  of  view of  behaviourism 
and to revisit Freudian thought and go a few steps beyond 
Freud  –  but  in  recommencing  from  his  own  first  steps, 
notably those contained in the outline of 1895.

However let  us return to  Plato:  he  does not reject writing,  he 
wants to  domesticate it by means of the dialectic, which is thus 
not «always already» constituted by it. What I maintain here is that 
on the contrary such a dialectic is «always already» scripturary, that 
is  to  say  supplementary:  it  does  not  proceed  from  being  as  it 
defines itself in opposition to becoming. And here I am following in 
Derrida's wake. But 

. on the one hand this supplementarity is not simply the architrace, 
but in fact a positively analysable trace, notably in our time in terms 
of the effects it has on the organ of all  organs that is the brain, 
which serves as physiological support for the psychic apparatus by 
interiorising  the technical and the social apparatuses, and only on 
this condition, 

. and on the other hand, I maintain while still adhering to Derrida's 
heritage  that  what  Plato  wants  here,  i.e.  to  practice the 
pharmakon positively, that is to say to make the difference in 
the  différance between toxic and curative  practices of  this 
pharmakon, and  without opposing these differences, we cannot 
do away with them, even if it is precisely –  inversely to Plato – by 
making pharmacology and the constant risk of its toxicity and 
the  ever possible reversal of all curativity into intoxication 



an  irreducible  condition,  i.e.:  where  it  is  not  a  question  of 
reducing and of  «sublimating» its  negativity,  but of reversing it 
each time it is possible,  by making of the default a necessity, 
and that by assemblages emerging in what I call the DER (double 
epokhal redoubling).

Plato denies this  irreducibility of  the  pharmakon,,  and that  is 
why I do not believe, like Havelock and Ong, that 

Plato pleads in favour of the new technology of writing

as Nicholas Carr says, paraphrasing them. 

What Plato wants is to reappropriate anamnésis as it was when 
it was the power and the knowledge of the poets, i.e. of the 
«oral  tradition»,  which  is  in  reality  a  tragic  tradition 
oralising the retentional base of a society that was already 
to  a  large  extent  literalised,  in  particular  in  the  time  of  the 
Presocratics.  Plato wants to  reappropriate  anamnésis then to the 
profit  of the dialecticians that philosophers are or should 
be, the true philosophers, those who should direct the politeia, and 
in the aim of reducing the  tekhnè of the poets as well as 
that of the sophists and of the artists:  the goal is to  break 
with the tragic, that is to say  the pharmacological, age.

*


